We love the two-toned Domino
Grey and White on the island.

EXPERT TIP

STRAIGHT SIMPLICITY
“The previous kitchen was a tiny U-shaped space that occupied half the area it does now. A
wall divided the kitchen and living area, and it felt cramped, with limited functionality. The
homeowners’ vision was to open up the space and create a larger, more practical kitchen
that flowed seamlessly into the living space. It needed to complement the traditional style of
house and work well in a long and narrow space. Plentiful seating around the island was a
must not only for a functional cooking space, but casual dining too. We carefully designed the
area to add a modern edge while staying true to the original style of the house. Due to the
narrow shape of the room, we had to be clever in creating storage space and not cluttering
the area, the new open-plan layout increasing the available space. The straight-line simplicity
of this kitchen gives a contemporary look to a classic Shaker design. The two tones of Domino
Grey and White featured in the island set off the space, adding a modern edge, with the
long feature open shelf above the sink softening the area. The kitchen is efficient and flows,
creating an interactive space for guests to chat with the homeowners. This room certainly
meets all the requirements of a well-used kitchen.”
Designer: Adam Thorn for Sydney Kitchens
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SHOP THE LOOK
®® Cabinet doors, panels,

kickboards Oceanic
Antique White USA half
strength with satin finish,
Oceanic Domino with
satin finish
®® Hinges and drawers Blum
®® Storage solutions
Blumotion Legrabox Orion
Grey, LeMans 500 corner
shelving
®® Handles Knob
®® Benchtop Caesarstone
Clamshell 40mm edge
®® Splashback White subway
tile in brick pattern
®® Oven Miele

®® Cooktop

Miele

Preserve the heritage
of a space by utilising
small modern details to
refresh a room, yet
retain a classic look.

®® Rangehood Miele

undermount
®® Dishwasher Freestanding

Refrigerator Fisher & Paykel
Bolero double
bowl
®® Taps Franke EOS pull out
®® Bins Pullboy bin
®® Lighting LED strip lights
®® Flooring Floating floor
®®

®® Sink Franke

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
sydneykitchens.com.au
96 Penshurst Street,
Willoughby NSW
(02) 9503 7709
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